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The Dream Helmet

for Biking and Skiing



Every feature on our helmets is about maximum safety or maximum comfort. Because 

our helmets are small, they’re incredibly flattering. The carbon fiber shell offers maximum 
protection for minimum weight. And thanks to our innovative fastening system, our 
helmets can easily be mounted with a flip-up shield or converted into a full-face.

FROM OPEN FACE TO FULL FACE

Simple

From 490�

Jet

From 550�

Downhill

From 640�

Fullface

From 700�



Veldt Mark 2 Helmet

with Chinguard

A helmet that looks

as good as it protects

Head protection is crucial, but what about 

your smile?

The Veldt Mark 2 helmet doesn't just offer 
protection from head injuries, it also 
protects your face thanks to a chinguard 
which has successfully passed the 

certification for downhill mountain bike 
helmets.

With its sleek design and carbon fiber 
construction, it's the ideal choice for riding 
or skiing with confidence and safety.



The Mark 2 is designed to meet the highest standards of 
safety and comfort for any riding adventure. Here are 
the features that make the Mark 2 stand out: 

The carbon fibre shell offers maximum protection for 
minimum weight. It is durable, lightweight, and 
resistant to impact and abrasion.

The innovative fastening system lets you easily switch 
between a flip-up shield or a full-face chin guard, 
depending on your preference and activity.
The flip-up shield provides excellent visibility, while the 
full-face chinguard offers extra protection.

Veldt Mark 2 helmet meets certification requirements 
for cycling, e-biking including speedbikes (45km/h), 
skiing, and downhill mountain biking when equipped 
with its chinguard. It is equipped with the Mips® 
protection technology, which helps redirect forces 
away from the head. It also has reflective vents that 
enhance your visibility in low-light conditions.

Mark 2 helmet comes with removable ear muffs and a 
system for holding your ski goggles. The ear muffs 
keep your ears warm and cosy, while the goggle 
holder prevents your goggles from slipping.
The Fidlock closure system seamlessly combines the 
ease of magnetic attraction with the strength of a 
mechanical closure. The interior is made from 
recycled materials that are soft, breathable, and 

adjustable to the millimetre using a scroll wheel.

Mark 2 helmet uses titanium screws which are strong, 
corrosion-resistant, and biocompatible.

When safety meets comfort
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Accessories

Included with all Mark 2 helmets

Removable earmuffs

Ski goggles holder
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